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ABSTRACT
Cloud providers need to transfer video contents between dif-
ferent datacenters in order to provide scalable and consis-
tent service to users across different geographical regions.
These inter-datacenter transfers are charged by ISPs under
the dominant percentile-based charging models. In order
to minimize the payment costs, existing works aim to keep
the traffic on each link under the charging volume. How-
ever, these methods cannot fully utilize each link’s avail-
able bandwidth capacity, and may increase the charging
volumes. To further reduce the bandwidth payment cost
by fully utilizing link bandwidth, we propose an economi-
cal and deadline-driven video flow scheduling system, called
EcoFlow. Considering different video flows have different
transmission deadlines, EcoFlow transmits videos in the or-
der of their deadline tightness and postpones the deliveries
of later-deadline videos to later time slots so that the charg-
ing volume at current time interval will not increase. The
flows that are expected to miss their deadlines are divided
into subflows to be rerouted to other under-utilized links in
order to meet their deadlines without increasing charging
volumes. Experimental results on EC2 show that compared
to existing methods, EcoFlow achieves the least bandwidth
costs for cloud providers.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.6 [Simulation And Modeling]: Applications, Model
Validation and Analysis

Keywords
Video streaming; Bandwidth cost; Inter-datacenter traffic;
Percentile-based charging models

1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud providers (e.g., Amazon) offer various pay-as-you-

use cloud based services (e.g., Amazon Web Services) to
cloud customers (e.g., Netflix) [1, 2]. Cloud has proved to be
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an effective infrastructure to host video streaming services
with many benefits [3]. In order to enhance service avail-
ability and scalability, cloud providers generally deploy a
number of datacenters across different geographical regions,
which are inter-connected by high-capacity links leased from
internet service providers (ISPs). Both server-to-customer
video dissemination and video replication lead to a substan-
tial amount of inter-datacenter traffic. Cloud providers pur-
chase transit bandwidth from ISPs based on certain pricing
schemes, such as the 95th percentile charging model adopted
by most ISPs [4]. In the 95th percentile charging model, the
bandwidth cost is charged based on the 95th percentile value
in all traffic volumes recorded in every 5-minute interval gen-
erated within a charging period (e.g., 1 month [4]). We refer
the 95th percentile traffic volume from the beginning of the
charging period up to current time as charging volume.
Many previous studies [5, 6, 4, 7] focus on minimizing the
bandwidth payment cost on inter-datacenter video traffic to
ISPs.
The store-and-forward methods [5, 6] take advantage of

the spatial and temporal features of the inter-datacenter
video traffic. The spatial feature means that at a specific
time, datacenters in different geographic areas exhibit dif-
ferent traffic loads and available bandwidth capacities. The
temporal feature means that the traffic loads on a datacen-
ter exhibit strong diurnal patterns that are correlated with
the local time [8]. These methods predefine peak and off-
peak hours for each datacenter based on its local time and
geographic area, and then utilize the leftover traffic volume
(which is the charging volume minus the actual traffic vol-
ume) during off-peak hours to transfer delay-tolerant data
flows. However, the store-and-forward methods fail to fully
utilize the available bandwidth capacities of the light-traffic
links during the peak hours.
The optimal routing path [4, 7] optimize the routing paths

for video flows to minimize the charging volume on each
link. When the transmission of a video is expected to exceed
the charging volume on a link, the video will be transferred
over an alternating path to maximize the utilization of other
links without increasing their charging volumes. However,
these methods transmit each video immediately when the
video transmission request arrives at the source datacenter
regardless of their deadlines. So these methods can easily
increase the charging volumes of some links when a large
number of video transfer requests arrive simultaneously.
To handle the problems in previous methods, we pro-

pose EcoFlow: an economical and deadline-driven video flow
scheduling system. As different applications from cloud cus-
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Figure 1: Bandwidth cost of inter-datacenter video traffic.

tomers have different service-level agreements (SLAs) that
specify data Get/Put bounded latency [9] or a service prob-
ability [10] by ensuring a certain number of replicas in dif-
ferent locations [11]. The idea of EcoFlow is to postpone
the transfers of delay-tolerant videos while still ensure their
transmission within deadlines if the transmission of these
videos will increase the current charging volume.

2. OVERVIEW OF ECOFLOW
Figure 1 shows an example of an inter-datacenter link’s

bandwidth cost under the 95th percentile charging model.
The traffic volume in time interval [t1, t2) is the 95th per-
centile value until time tn, and is marked as the charging
volume at tn. When a larger traffic volume vij comes up in
time interval [tn, tn+1), it becomes the new charging volume
at time tn+1. Then, from time t0 to tn+1, the unused band-
width below vij is wasted, that is, the cloud provider does
not fully utilized the charging volume. Given this observa-
tion, a feasible way to reduce bandwidth cost is to maximize
the utilization of the charging volume at different time inter-
vals. For example, the increased traffic volume in time inter-
val [tn, tn+1) can be postponed to time interval [tn+1, tn+2).

Three steps of EcoFlow. We first briefly introduce the
three steps using an example in Figure 2.
Step 1: available bandwidth capacity estimation.

We use Tp to denote the time window used to estimate
the available bandwidth capacity on each link, and use Tr

(Tr<Tp) to denote the time window to record traffic volume
in current charging model. Based on historical data, we esti-
mate the total volume of video traffic needed to be transmit-
ted on each link during time interval [t0, tn), tn−t0 = Tp, de-
noted by ṽ(t0, tn). Assume link e1’s charging volume at time
t0 is v̂1(t0), it then can transfer a volume of v̂1(t0)× Tp/Tr

video during time interval [t0, tn). We define a link’s avail-
able bandwidth capacity as the maximum transmission
rate that can be used to transfer videos without increas-
ing the current charging volume during a certain time in-
terval. We then calculate the available bandwidth capacity
Δc1(t0, tn) on link e1 during time interval [t0, tn).

Step 2: deadline-driven flow scheduling. On each
link, the pending video flows are scheduled on an earliest-
deadline-first base. On link e2, f24’s expected transmission
time is at t5, which is later than its deadline. We divide
f24 into two subflows: fD

24 and f I
24. On link e1, all pend-

ing videos are scheduled to finish transmission before t3, its
available capacity during [t3, tn) is not utilized (highlighted
in dashed fill). We call the available bandwidth capacity
that are not utilized during [t3, tn) extra bandwidth ca-
pacity (δc1(t3, tn)), δc1(t3, tn)=Δc1(t0, tn). We define the
links with extra bandwidth capacity as the under-utilized
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Figure 2: An overview of EcoFlow.

links. The extra bandwidth capacity on link e1 can be uti-
lized to reroute subflow f I

24 from e2 by its deadline.
Step 3: routing path identification. For the video

rerouting, we identify an alternating path that has extra
bandwidth capacity to transmit the video by its deadline.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN

3.1 Available Bandwidth Capacity Estimation
We first use Exponentially weighted moving average

(EWMA) [12] to estimate the traffic volume during [ti, ti +
Tp] on link eij (denoted by ṽij(ti, ti+Tp)) based on the actual
historical traffic volume. During time interval [ti, ti + Tp),
a total volume of v̂ij(ti)× Tp/Tr video traffic can be trans-
ferred under the current bandwidth cost. Given estimated
traffic volume ṽij(ti, ti + Tp), we can calculate the available
bandwidth capacity in time interval [ti, ti + Tp):

Δcij(ti, ti+Tp) = min{cij , v̂ij(ti)/Tr − ṽij(ti, ti+Tp)/Tp}. (1)

When Δcij(ti, ti +Tp) > 0, the current charging volume on
link eij is larger than the expected traffic volume, and the
available bandwidth capacity can be used to reroute video
flows from other links.

3.2 Deadline-driven Flow Scheduling
Like existing work [7] that assumes the existence of a cen-

tralized server connecting to all datacenters that schedules
the video flows in all datacenters, we first introduce EcoFlow
in a centralized manner. The network scheduler maintains
a sending queue Q(ti)=(< f1, d1, s1 >,< f2, d2, s2 >,... <
fm, dm, sm >) to store all pending flows on each link eij at
time ti, which are ordered based on their deadlines. Note
that flows on link eij includes all flows that are transmit-
ted bidirectionally between datacenter i to j. Each triple
< fk, dk, sk > in Q(ti) contains the flow information of fk,
where dk and sk are the deadline and size of fk, respectively.

All pending videos in Q(ti) are sent out sequentially, and
the flow transmission time for flow fk can be computed as:

Tk = A/Δcij(ti, ti + Tp). (2)

A =
∑

fp∈F<k
sp, where F<k is a subset of flows in Q(ti)

that have earlier deadlines than flow fk (including fk), and
Δcij(ti, ti + Tp) is the estimated available bandwidth ca-
pacity on link eij in time interval [ti, ti + Tp). The flow
completion time for fk is tend

k :

tend
k =

{
ti + Tk If k=1
tend
k−1 + Tk otherwise

(3)

The flow start time for f1 is ti. For flow fk (k > 1), the
flow start time is the completion time of the previous flow,
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that is, tstartk = tend
k−1. dk is the deadline of video fk. When

tend
k ≤ dk, flow fk is expected to finish transmission before
its deadline, and we call it a Direct Flow (DF). When
tend
k > dk, flow fk is likely to miss the transmission deadline
under the expected bandwidth capacity. Then, fk can be
split to two subflows: fD

k and f I
k . fD

k is the volume with
size sDk that can be transmitted directly on link eij before
its deadline; while f I

k is the residual volume with size sIk
(sIk=sk − sDk ), which should be rerouted in an alternating
path. We call fI

k an Indirect Flow (IF).

sDk = max(0, dk ×Δcij(ti, ti + Tp)−A). (4)

Using the alternating routing path identification method in
Section 3.3, we identify alternating paths for each indirect
flow f I

k which can transmit f I
k before its deadline.

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for identifying alternating path
for flow f I

k .

1: Input: G = (V,E); sk, δcij(ti, ti + Tp), ∀ij ∈ E;
2: Output: alternating path P from source i to destination j
3: for each vertex u in V :
4: rate[u] := 0 //Maximum transmission rate on each path
5: pre[u] := null //Record last hop on the path

6: tend
k [u] := ti //Transmission completion time

7: Q+ = j //Q is a temporal set
8: end for
9: rate[i] := infinity
10: while Q is not empty do:
11: u := vertex in Q with max rate[u]
12: remove u from Q
13: for each neighbor v of u with δcuv(ti, ti + Tp) > 0 do:

14: tend
k [v]:=sIk/min{rate[u], δcuv(ti, ti + Tp)} + ti

15: alt :=max{rate[v], δcuv(ti, ti + tend
k [v])}

16: if alt ≥ rate[v]: //A path with higher transmission rate
17: rate[v] := alt
18: pre[v] := u
19: end if
20: end for
21: end while
22: P := empty sequence
23: while pre[j] is defined do: //Construct the alternating path
24: insert j at the beginning of P
25: δcj,pre[j](ti, ti + tend

k [j]) := 0

26: j := pre[j] // Traverse from destination to source
27: end while
28: if tend[v]<dk: Return P

29: if tend[v]>dk: //P cannot transmit fI
k before its deadline

30: split fI
k into fk1, fk2

31: Return P , fk1, fk2

32: end if

3.3 Alternating Routing Path Identification
F I(ti) denotes the set of all IFs in the network at time

ti, which are sorted by their deadlines in ascending order.
Assume f I

k is an IF from datacenter i to datacenter j, in
this section, we describe how the scheduler identifies an al-
ternating routing path P for fI

k, P = (v1, v2, . . . , vp).
When fI

k is transmitted on path P , its transmission rate
is the minimum extra bandwidth capacity on all P ’s con-
stituent edges, that is min∀i∈(1,p−1){δci,i+1(ti, ti+Tp)}. fI

k ’s

transmission completion time tend
k is calculated by:

tend
k = sIk/ min

∀i∈(1,p−1)
{δci,i+1(ti, ti + Tp)}+ ti. (5)

sIk denotes the flow size of f I
k and δci,i+1(ti, ti +Tp) denotes

the extra bandwidth capacity on link ei,i+1. We then ex-
press the requirement that the transmission of flow fI

k on
path P would be finished before its deadline by: tend

k ≤ dk.

We develop a modified Dijkstra’s algorithm shown in Al-
gorithm 1 to identify an alternating routing path for f I

k. In
this algorithm, we input the flow information including its
size, deadline, source datacenter and destination datacenter,
together with network information including all link’s extra
bandwidth capacity. Algorithm 1 will return an alternating
path P for fI

k , and splits f I
k into two parts if P cannot fin-

ish transmission before its deadline. If the identified path
can transmit f I

k before its deadline, alternating path P is re-
turned (Line 23); otherwise fI

k is split into fk1 and fk2 (Line
24-26). The simplest implementation of the Dijkstra’s algo-
rithm requires a running time of O(|E|+ |V |2) = O(|V |2).

If P cannot finish f I
k ’s transmission before its deadline

and f I
k is split into fk1 and fk2, we will use Algorithm 1 to

identify an alternating path for fk2. If the new identified al-
ternating path cannot transmit fk2 before its deadline, fk2

is further split into two parts: f1
k2 and f2

k2. f1
k2 is trans-

mitted on the new alternating path and f2
k2 is transmitted

on eij by increasing the charging volume on eij . The new
charging volume v̂ij(ti) at time ti is calculated by:

v̂ij(ti) = (A− sk + s(f2
k2)× Tr/(dk − ti). (6)

Where s(f2
k2) is the size of f2

k2. The flow start time and
completion time of all flows on link eij will then be updated
based on Equation (2), and the schedule table S(ti) =<
fk, S,D, tstartk > will also be updated.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We conducted experiments on Amazon EC2 platform [13],

which has a total of 7 datacenters, the capacity and cost
per traffic unit of each link are set according to the studies
in [7]. We compare EcoFlow with three datacenter traf-
fic scheduling strategies: 1) Direct transfer (denoted as Di-
rect), which directly transfers video flows to the destination
whenever the video transfer requests are initiated by the
cloud provider without considering each link’s charging vol-
ume; 2) JetWay [7] and 3) NetSticher [6]. We defined two
types of videos: Standard Definition (SD) videos with sizes
randomly selected in [500, 800] MB, and High Definition
(HD) videos with sizes randomly selected in [2, 4] GB [7].
For simplicity, we assumed that 10-12am and 6pm-12am of
a node’s local time are peak hours. A datacenter transfers
x and y videos per hour to all other datacenters during its
peak hours and off-peak hours, respectively, where x and y
were randomly selected from [2, 5] and [0, 1], respectively.
The transfer request of each video is initiated at a random
time during the selected hours, and its deadline is chosen in
[30, 120] minutes after the transfer request’s initiated time.
We set Tp = 1 hour and Tr = 5 minutes. We set a 48 hour
period as an independent charging period and calculated the
bandwidth cost on each link at the end of the experiment.
In EcoFlow, we had a 48 hour warmup period and used the
traffic records to predict the traffic volume during the charg-
ing period.
We defined a metric of bandwidth cost per link as the sum

of bandwidth payment cost on all links divided by the to-
tal number of links in the network. Figure 3(a) shows the
average cost per link at different time intervals for the 95th
percentile charging models. We see that the per link cost fol-
lows: EcoFlow<JetWay<NetSticher<Direct. Direct results
in the highest bandwidth cost as it immediately transfers
the video by using only the direct link between two data-
centers without considering the current charging volume on
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Figure 4: Results at at different flow rates.

the link. NetSticher postpones the transmission of delay-
tolerant videos until both source datacenter and destination
datacenter are during off-peak hours, so that the traffic load
during peak hours is alleviated. However, as the available
bandwidth capacity is not fully utilized during peak hours,
there is still room for NetSticher to further reduce the band-
width cost. JetWay is able to incur less bandwidth cost than
NetSticher by controlling the transmissions of current videos
within the charging volume. EcoFlow generates the least
bandwidth cost among all comparison methods as it trans-
mits each video with the link’s available bandwidth capacity.
Next, we changed the flow arrival rates during a link’s peak
hours from 2 to 10 flows per hour on each link. Figure 3(b)
shows the average bandwidth cost per link at the end of the
48-hour charging period under different flow rates. The rela-
tive performance of different methods concurs that in Figure
3(a) due to the same reason.
Figure 4(a) shows the average percentage of flows trans-

mitted within the charging volume at different flow rates.
We see that performance of different methods with respect
to average percentage of flows transmitted within the charg-
ing volume follows: EcoFlow>JetWay>NetSticher>Direct.
Figure 4(b) show the percentage of video flows that are
transferred within their deadlines at different flow rates. We
see that the result follows: JetWay>EcoFlow>Direct> Net-
Sticher. EcoFlow and JetWay generate comparably high
percentage of transferred videos within the deadlines, as
they both use the available bandwidth capacities from all
links to finish the video’s transmission before its deadline.

5. CONCLUSIONS
To provide video streaming services to users across differ-

ent regions, cloud providers need to transfer video contents
between different datacenters. Such inter-datacenter trans-
fers are charged by ISPs under the percentile-based charg-
ing models. We take advantage of the particular charac-

teristic of these models and propose EcoFlow to minimize
cloud providers’ payment costs on inter-datacenter traffics.
It first calculates the under-utilized traffic volume on each
link, then schedules video flows with the objective that these
flows do not incur additional charges on the link and guar-
anteing that each video flow meets its transmission deadline.
Finally, the under-utilized links with low traffic burden are
used to build alternating paths for video flows that are esti-
mated to miss their deadlines. Experimental results on EC2
show the effectiveness of EcoFlow in reducing bandwidth
costs for inter-datacenter video transfers.
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